
MPM 1 – the view from the 200       15/11/14 

Middle Park: The inaugural running of the MPM series and Nature dealt us a vicious hand. Escaping the G20 malstrom only to 

descend into one of our own. Three 100s (MJ, Rodney C, Rosie G), two 200s (George R, Mark R) & three 600s (Chris E, Chris R, 

Gerry E) turned up at the start. All happy as we fly through Springfield, Centenary Hwy, Yamanto. What a great day for a ride! 

Even Obama swoops down to cheer us on, as Air Force One comes into land at Amberley. 

    

(We later hear that it was the Obama double - imagine what a life that would be!)  

Peak Crossing:   2nd breakfast, my favorite meal. 8am and 33°C, ahhh Queensland! Bye to the 100s. No George, I hope he’s 

turned back and I leave with the 600s. 

Mt Alford top: Hard work, we are sucking down the fluids. And … it’s now starting to get warm. 

Kalbar: 115 k down and I’m pretty much trashed already. We avoid eye contact, knowing that things could get ugly and we 

may end up eating each other to survive. We settle on salad rolls and toasties instead. I finish my banana smoothie and find 



the (now mashed) banana breakfast I brought for the start. I put it in the empty banana smoothie and find this hilarious. Out 

of the air-con and into the furnace.  

Out of Kalbar: We suddenly shift into a different universe. And not a good one. Little devils are flitting around just out of 

vision. The Man with the Hammer comes out and starts to whack us on the head. 

Somewhere on the road:  12:35pm  and the garmin reads 50.1°C.  I sense that we’re entering the “Death Zone”.   

 

Note: 1) The 50.1°C on-road temperature; 2) a reasonable average speed 23.6 k/h; but note current speed is down to 8.5 k/h.  

Yes, we’ve slowed considerably and it‘s a very long slog back to Peak Crossing.  

Peak Crossing: The only air-con is the pub. Gerry sees this as win–win and buys a round. I look out the window and can see my 

garmin and watch the temperature reading plummet to the true in-shade value: 43°C.* RO Little Chris considers the options. 



He’s very good at scheduling and he can see the 600 slipping away. A 2nd beer seems perfectly reasonable at this stage. Big 

Chris & I go for small ones in a concession to moderation. Things start to look up. 

 

We start out again with enthusiasm, but it only lasts a short while. Soon we are all cooking again. 

BP Cunningham Hwy:  Ice-cream and Ice. The 600s discuss options. I’m glad to be out of it, as far as I can see there are no 

good 600 options. Gerry mentions Gallipoli (WTF?). We fill our helmets with ice. 

The temperature dips to 46°C on-road and it’s a relief, you can feel the difference. 

Walloon: The turn-off for the 200k route and I have never been more thankful. On the way back I slow to a crawl and have to 

get off the bike a couple of times to have a little lie down.  

Middle Park: Finishing at 6pm the temperature’s dropped to a comfortable 35°C and I’m left wondering if I’ll ever see those 3 

again. 

The Middle Park Medley is an enjoyable romp and takes place 4 times a year. It is a great series of flat(tish) courses away 

from the traffic of Brisbane with a choice of 100, 200, 300, 400 & 600 km distances taking in the Scenic Rim and the Brisbane 

& Lockyer Valleys. It’s not always this hot.  

 



We sometimes look at nasty elevation profiles, here’s the temperature profile for the 200 ride: 

  

 

* I don’t think my Garmin was exaggerating this 43°C. I checked the BOM site for Amberley’s temperature at the time: 
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